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High-resolution measurements of the electric field strength in a hollow cathode discharge operated with
deuterium gas are presented. The electric field strength is determined via Stark effect splitting of the 2S level of
deuterium atoms using Doppler-free two-photon laser spectroscopy. The results are compared with equivalent
measurements when the discharge was operated in hydrogen. The measured electric fields are analyzed using
two classical models to obtain valuable parameters about the discharge dynamics, such as the energy of the ions
and their mean free path in the cathode region. This information is compared with previous results for hydrogen
and allows insight into the differences when gas discharges are operated with one of the isotopes.

1. Introduction
The relevance of the electric field strength (E-field) present in low
pressure plasmas has led many authors to devote their efforts to
designing innovative strategies to measure it and bring reliable mea
sures to the plasma physics community, in so many different kind of
discharges, see [1–11] and references therein. Namely, atomic hydrogen
isotopes are excellent candidates for E-field measurements because
hydrogen participates in plasmas of industrial interest, fusion devices,
interstellar media, etc. and the Stark splitting of hydrogen atoms caused
by an external E-field is very well known [12–16]. Nevertheless, studies
concerning deuterium are not so common. There is not such an extensive
bibliography on deuterium, especially when it comes to the study of lowpressure discharges and the electric field that governs them [17–22].
Undoubtedly, there is an undeniable interest in the comparison between
the two isotopes because D atoms are twice as heavy than H atoms.
Over the years, we have specialised in the measurement of the
electric field in different gases in our plasma laser spectroscopy labo
ratory at the University of Valladolid [23,24], focusing mainly on
hydrogen. In previous works [25–27], we reported on the determination
of the strong E-field (ranging from about 0.5 to 4 kV/cm) in the cathode
fall region of a hollow cathode discharge (HCD), operated in hydrogen,
via the Stark splitting of the 1S - 2S transition, with a notably high
spatial resolution [28]. We applied Doppler-free two photon excitation

combined with optogalvanic detection to study the decreasing E-field in
the vicinity of cathode surface (cathode fall) at different discharge
conditions. Previous studies have demonstrated the reproducibility and
reliability of these measurements on H when operating the HCD with a
tungsten cathode [26,29]. The understanding of the reduced degrada
tion of HCD due to lower accumulation of sputtered cathode material
allowed us to apply minor corrections in the data analysis and to gain a
better understanding of the discharge behavior under different oper
ating conditions.
This work aims decipher similarities and differences in the cathode
fall characteristics of a HCD operated in either H or D under otherwise
identical discharge conditions. The differences are attributed to the
atomic and molecular mass of deuterium which is larger by a factor of
two while all other atomic and molecular quantities, such as dissociation
and ionization energy, are almost identical. New experimental mea
surements performed in deuterium are compared with previous ones
measured in hydrogen [25,26]. All measurements were performed in the
same kind of homE-made low-pressure hollow cathode discharge (HCD)
and the results are compared with two classical models.
The present paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the
theorical models that will provide information about the E-field mea
surements and discharge dynamics. In Section 3, we briefly present the
experimental setup for the deuterium measurements and the measure
ment procedure. In Section 4, the results of the measurements performed
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in deuterium are presented, compared with the corresponding published
results of hydrogen [30], and analyzed with the two classical discharge
models.

3. Experimental arrangement
A detailed description of the experimental setup has already been
published in ref. [25]. Therefore, only some relevant facts are given
below. In this study, a stable glow discharge is generated in pure
deuterium gas instead of hydrogen gas in a homemade hollow cathode
discharge (HCD) at a pressure of 600 Pa (constant gas flow of 10 cm3
s− 1) and at discharge currents between 150 mA and 300 mA. The
cathode had a length of 50 mm and a 15 mm inner diameter. It is made of
tungsten to ensure a plasma without impurities and is placed between
two stainless steel anodes. Both anode tips have axial holes on the side
for optical access to the cathode fall region. The gas enters at one anode
and leaves at the opposite one.
Tunable UV-laser radiation is needed for Doppler-free two-photon
absorption spectroscopy. It is produced in a special pulsed UV-laser
spectrometer, starting with a 10 Hz injection-seeded Q-switched Nd:
YAG laser (Continuum, Powerlite 9000). Its second and third harmonic
pumps a modified OPO-OPA system (Continuum, Mirage 500). The
signal output is combined with another part of the third harmonic to
produce the sum frequency in a BBO crystal (SFG-BBO). All nonlinear
processes are carefully optimized to ensure maximum efficiency and
reliability in frequency conversion. The laser system delivers 2.5 ns
pulses of UV radiation in single longitudinal mode quality within a
bandwidth of 300 MHz at 243 nm. Due to the mass difference between
hydrogen and deuterium, the output wavelength must be slightly shifted
from the value of the hydrogen measurements [25,26]. This difference is
about 0.03%. The excellent spectral quality and the linear tuning of the
laser radiation is verified with a solid etalon having a free spectral range
of 7 GHz and a photodiode. This results in a standard deviation of the
fringe separation for most measurements of about 160 MHz, i.e. half of
the spectral bandwidth of the UV laser output.
For 1S-2S two-photon excitation of H and D inside the hollow cath
ode, two circularly polarized laser beams are focused in the middle of
the cathode. They enter at the cathode region in counter-propagation
configuration through the holes in both anodes. The tiny overlapping
volume is carefully aligned parallel to the cathode surface [29] and the
beam pointing is checked by a UV camera (LaserCam-HR-UV). The
plasma source is mounted on two linear stages, one horizontal to align
the two laser beams on the axis of the discharge and one vertical to allow
measurements at different distances from the cathode surface.
Immediately after the absorption of two 243 nm photons, one out of
each laser beam for Doppler-free excitation, the absorption of a third
photon causes photoionization of the atom which slightly changes the
discharge impedance for a short time. This can be detected as a change
of the voltage between the cathode and one of the anodes. This tech
nique is known as optogalvanic spectroscopy. 80% of the signal origi
nates from the overlapping volume of 100 μm in diameter and 10 mm in
length only when moderate laser energy is employed, below 45 mJ, i.e.,
irradiance up to 150 MW/cm2 [28]. Beyond that, the spectra suffer an
additional line broadening mostly due to lifetime reduction of the 2S
level due to strong photoionization. As long the maximum positions of
the Stark components can be determined, this does not disturb the Efield determination [29].
In Fig. 1, a representative spectrum of this kind of measurements in
deuterium is shown, measured at 650 μm from the cathode surface, in a
15 mm of inner diameter tungsten cathode, with a pressure of 600 Pa of
deuterium and 150 mA current. The electric field present in the
discharge causes a frequency shift and a splitting of the 2S level of
deuterium by the Stark effect. The spectrum exhibits three peaks, cor
responding to the 2P1/2 (left), 2S1/2 (central) and the 2P3/2 (right)
atomic fine structure components which are mixed and shifted by the Efield. By this means, all three levels are accessible by two-photon laser
excitation from the atomic ground state. Since the hyperfine splitting for
D is about 4.3 times smaller than the hyperfine splitting of H (1242.5
MHz in H vs. 328 MHz in D) [34] it cannot be resolved in this experi
ment, i.e. the spectra are not complicated by hyperfine splitting, as was

2. Theoretical aspects
In this section, we briefly present the two classical models applied to
the experimental measurement results. In this work we continue the
path begun in [30], so the same classical models are now applied to
deuterium measurements. First, Rickards’ model calculates the energy
distribution of ions and neutrals at the cathode of a glow discharge and
uses MontE-Carlo simulation to calculate charge exchange collisions
[31]. This model introduces different types of electric field strength falls
by a potential proportional to zm (z is the distance from the cathode
surface). According to the possible values of m, the obtained E-field can
be linear or not. The potential between the cathode and the edge of the
negative glow region increases as:
(
z )m
U(z) = U0 1 −
(1)
L
z is the distance from the cathode surface, U0(< 0) is the cathode fall
voltage drop potential, L is the length of the cathode dark space or
cathode region. Relative to m Rickard’s model considers the following
cases:
• m = 2, corresponds to linear E-field distribution.
• m = 4/3, includes the space charge effects.
• m = 3/2, considers the mobility of ions.
The value of the m parameter gives the curvature of the E-field
strength fall and the regime of the discharge [32]. From eq. (1) the Efield distribution can be derived:
m(
z )m− 1
E(z) = U0 1 −
(2)
L
L
The second model was developed by Wroński [33]. It considers the
motion of ions by solving the Boltzmann equation for the ions which are
generated in the cathode fall of an abnormal glow discharge. The solu
tion gives an axial potential distribution, from which the E-field distri
bution is obtained. The axial distribution of the potential in the cathode
fall is given by:
{
[ (
}
)
] (
U0
z)
U(z) = − k ln 1 + exp −
(3)
− 1 exp −
Λ
k
Λ is the mean free path for the charge transfer and k is a constant that
depends on macroscopic parameters of the discharge and is proportional
to the mean ion energy in the cathode fall region, see eq. (5).
From eq. (3) the E-field distribution in this model results as:
)
(
exp − Uk0 − 1
k
)
(
(4)
E(z) =
( )
Λ
exp Λz + exp − Uk0 − 1
Wroński model also gives the average energy of ions on their way
through the cathode fall region as:
[
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ]
ln[g(z) ]
1
1
√̅̅̅
(5)
ε(z) = k −
( √̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2 g(z) π Φ ln[g(z) ])
with:
[
(
)
]
( z)
U0
+1
g(z) = exp −
− 1 exp −
Λ
k

(6)

Φ(x) in (5) is the error function. Expressions (2), (4), (5) and (6) are used
in this work to fit the experimental results.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of E-field values of an old measurement campaign in
hydrogen (red diamonds) with the result of a new measurement (blue square)
performed almost a year later verifying the stability of the laser system. Pres
sure 900 Pa, current 150 mA and 310 μm from the cathode surface measured in
a tungsten cathode with 15 mm inner diameter. (For interpretation of the ref
erences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Fig. 1. Optogalvanic signal coming from the plasma at 650 μm from the
cathode surface, in a discharge generated with a 15 mm tungsten cathode, with
600 Pa pressure, 150 mA with deuterium as buffer gas. The red line is the sum
of threE-Lorentzian adjustment. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

seen in the corresponding measurements in hydrogen [25]. The fre
quency separation between the 2P1/2 and the 2P3/2 components, i.e., Δν
= ν (2P1/2)–ν(2P3/2)) determine the local E-field strength value if this
separation is compared with theoretical calculations [35]. Due to the
detection procedure, the signal decreases with increasing distance from
the cathode surface and the Stark components converge. The most ac
curate frequency differences Δν between the Stark components are ob
tained by fitting the spectra with the sum of threE-Lorentzian profiles
(red line in Fig. 1). Each of the Lorentzian functions is centered in one of
the splitted components. The variable constant pedestal gives an idea on
the spontaneous emission but has no influence on the E-field determi
nation. The successive fit iterations stop when the error fit is below
0.1%. In contrast to the hydrogen spectra, where six-Lorentzians are
needed to reproduce the hyperfine structure of the 1S-2S transition, a
threE-components fit is sufficient in this case.
Fig. 1 clearly depicts the excellent signal to noise ratio of the
experiment with just three narrow lines and a low non-resonant back
ground. This enables a precise E-field measurement by determining the
frequency difference of the Stark components.
Since the deuterium experiment was carried out about a year after
the last hydrogen measurement, it was compulsory to verify that the
system could reproduce the same experimental conditions. For that
reason, we decided to repeat an E-field measurement of hydrogen near
the cathode surface. The condition chosen was a pressure of 900 Pa, a
current of 150 mA, and a measurement 310 μm in front of the cathode
surface in a 15 mm tungsten cathode. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the new
measurement gives an E-field value in perfect agreement with the pre
vious ones, confirming the stability of our optical system.

an interesting evolution of the discharge regime with current when
analyzed with the Rickards model [31]. This provides sufficient infor
mation to study the discharge dynamics in deuterium. The currents
applied to the discharge were 150, 225 and 300 mA, in analogy to
previous works [25,26]. A current of 75 mA did not result in a stable
discharge in deuterium.
The discharge regime in deuterium is very similar to that in
hydrogen. This can be seen in Fig. 3, where the characteristic voltage
over current curves of both isotopes are plotted. The positive slope
proves that the discharge is in the abnormal glow-discharge regime. The
voltage drop across the discharge at the same discharge current is about
16% higher for deuterium than the corresponding value for hydrogen.
The reason is the larger mass of deuterium: the discharge requires higher
voltages to achieve the same current.

4. E-field measurements in deuterium
High resolution E-field measurements in deuterium are presented for
the first time, using an updated set-up [25] and providing better spatial
resolution than previous measurements [27]. The interest in performing
this kind of measurements is obvious: deuterium atoms share all
important properties with hydrogen except for mass, which is almost
double. The measurements were carried out in a 15 mm tungsten
cathode to ensure a pure deuterium plasma [26,29]. The discharge
pressure is fixed at 600 Pa because this intermediate pressure presents

Fig. 3. Voltage versus current characteristics for deuterium (orange) and
hydrogen (purple), for discharges generated in a 15 mm tungsten cathode at a
pressure of 600 Pa. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4 depicts a comparison of hydrogen and deuterium by plotting
the E-field local strength values against the distance from the cathode
surface (d). Hydrogen data are taken from reference [25]. A parabolic fit
is first used as eye guiding curve. The E-field decay is similar to that
observed for hydrogen: as the current increases, so does the maximum Efield strength (Emax), and the length of the cathode fall region (dcf) de
creases. On the other hand, the maximum E-field strength for deuterium
is higher and the length of the cathode region is shorter than for
hydrogen. Deuterium reaches higher maximum E-field values due to its
larger mass. As a result, its motion is slower. To maintain the same
current in the discharge, a higher voltage is required and a higher
electric field at the cathode surface is necessary.
A more detailed analysis of the cathode voltages is shown in Table 1,
which lists all the voltages present in the discharges. The voltage drop
between the cathode and one of the anodes is noted as Vd, and the
cathode voltage drop is represented by Vc, using the same notation as in
previous studies [25,36]. As already seen in Fig. 3, the Vd voltages are
larger for deuterium than for hydrogen but the voltage ratio is constant
1.16 for all currents. In addition, the Vc voltages are also larger for
deuterium, but in this case the ratio is 1.14 for the smallest current and
nearly equal to 1 for the currents of 225 and 300 mA. This can be un
derstood from Fig. 4(b): The E-field strength fall for deuterium at 150
mA exhibits a stronger concavity than the corresponding one in
hydrogen, which is more linear. This change in the shape of the decay
leads to greater Vc in deuterium and suggests that the discharge regime
of the two isotopes is not the same. This will be further investigated in
section 5.1. The Vd ratio is constant, as expected since it is a direct
consequence of the discharge mode. The Vc voltages reflect effects of
charge mobility and other internal processes.

Table 1
Voltages occurring in the discharge. Vd is the voltage drop between the cathode
and one of the anodes, and Vc corresponds to the cathode voltage drop. The
hydrogen data are taken from ref. [25].
I
(mA)

Vd D
(V)

Vd H
(V)

Vd D (V)/ Vd
H (V)

Vc D
(V)

Vc H
(V)

Vc D (V)/ Vc
H (V)

150
225
300

399
436
474

344
377
405

1.16
1.16
1.17

309
349
390

271
345
387

1.14
1.01
1.01

5.1. Rickards’ model
In Fig. 5, the Rickards’ model is applied to the experimental results of
deuterium. The shape of these E-field strength falls appears similar to the
first parabolic fit, but it has higher Emax values and shorter dcf. The
overall cathode fall voltage (VC) of Rickards’ model is lower than that of
the parabolic fit because of the steeper decay towards zero, but still
agrees very well with the values obtained by the parabolic fit.

5. Application of classical models
As demonstrated in a previous work [30], discharge modelling is a
powerful tool to obtain valuable information about our plasma dy
namics, such as different operation regimes, the energy of ions, their
mean free path, etc. In this section, we apply two classical models of
Rickards and Wroński to the deuterium measurements, and the results
are compared with published precedents obtained in hydrogen [30]. To
obtain the most realistic fits, we have implemented an iteration method
in which initial values are specified for all the parameters. All parame
ters are optimized simultaneously until the total error of the adjustments
is less than 0.001%. No restriction was applied to the resulting values of
the fit parameters. All hydrogen data used for comparison have already
been published in references [25,30].

Fig. 5. Application of the Rickards model to the E-field strengths measured in a
discharge generated in 15 mm tungsten cathode, with a discharge pressure of
600 Pa and currents from 150 to 300 mA. The error bars represent the un
certainties of the determination of the E-field.

Fig. 4. (a) E-field strength falls for deuterium (b) Comparison with published data of hydrogen [25]: solid lines and points-Deuterium, open points‑hydrogen;
measured in a tungsten cathode of 15 mm of diameter with a pressure of 600 Pa. The error bars represent the uncertainties of the determination of the E-field.
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Rickards’ model provides two very interesting parameters, the length
of the cathode fall region (called dcf in this article and in previous works
[26,36]) and the m parameter, which gives an idea of the discharge
regime via the curvature of the E-field strength fall [31].
Table 2 depicts the result of these two parameters, dcf and m
(dimensionless), for deuterium and hydrogen. The length of the cathode
fall region is always shorter for deuterium than for hydrogen. This is due
to the higher voltages reached at the cathode surface for the isotope D.
On the other hand, m is always lower for deuterium than for hydrogen.
Small m values mean small ion mobility, and it is reasonable to assume
that the mobility of deuterium ions will be lower due to their higher
mass. In Fig. 6 we show the comparison between the m values obtained
for deuterium (orange) and hydrogen (purple). In hydrogen, the m
values decrease from 1.71 (for 150 mA) linear to 1.54 (for 300 mA)
indicating that the discharge regime changes with increasing current.
For deuterium, on the other hand, the m values range from 1.41 to 1.55.
The only slightly fluctuation around 1.5 indicates a more stable
discharge regime. The comparison with hydrogen confirms the different
discharge regimes at 150 mA, the H value near to 2 means almost linear
field drop. A value m = 1.5 for H and D at 300 mA means a more convex
field drop towards zero. This difference of H and D was already observed
in the study of Vc in Table 1.
Regarding the length of the cathode fall region, dcf, it is possible to
compare the value of both isotopes obtained via the parabolic fit and via
Rickards’ model which is shown in Fig. 7. Deuterium is plotted in or
ange, while hydrogen is shown in purple. The parabolic fit is shown with
diamonds and solid lines, Rickards model with circles and dashed lines.
As in [30], the parabolic fit always provides larger values of dcf, which is
due to the more abrupt final drop in Rickards model (especially when
there are no experimental values below 1 kV/cm). In any case, the trends
for deuterium are the same as for hydrogen: the length of the cathode fall
region decreases with increasing current. The only point that seems to
break this tendency is that of hydrogen at 150 mA and has already been
analyzed with Rickards’ model [30].

Fig. 6. Evolution of the m coefficient from the Rickards’ model versus the
discharge current for deuterium (orange) and hydrogen (purple) in a 600 Pa
discharge, generated in a 15 mm tungsten cathode. The error bars are provided
by the fit. Hydrogen data come from reference [30]. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

5.2. Wroński’s model
In this section, we apply Wroński’s model involving the motion of
ions [33]. In Fig. 8, we present the E-field strength fall in deuterium
fitted with this model. Compared to Rickards’ model, the first significant
difference between the two models is that Wroński predicts an asymp
totical final decay. This is the residual electric field that must remain at
the beginning of the negative glow to maintain the discharge. The in
flection point of this curve is referred to in the literature as dcf, the
beginning of the residual E-field.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the length of the cathode fall region versus the discharge
current obtained with the parabolic fit (solid lines) and via the Rickards’ model
(dashed lines) in a 600 Pa discharge generated in a 15 mm tungsten cathode.
Deuterium is plotted in orange and hydrogen in purple. The error bars result
from the fit. Deuterium and hydrogen points have been slightly separated for a
better visualization of the error bars. Hydrogen data come from reference [30].
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

5.2.1. Maximum E-field
As already demonstrated in [30], the maximum E-field strength Emax
is a favored parameter for a first discharge characterization. Following
the same idea as in [30], we show in Fig. 9 the Emax values for deuterium
and for hydrogen obtained via the parabolic fit, Rickards and Wroński
models. Each fit is plotted with one colour: parabolic fit in red, Rickards’
fit in blue and Wroński’s in green. Deuterium is plotted with solid points

and lines, while hydrogen is represented with open symbols and dashed
lines. Emax increases linearly with current for all three fits. Rickards
values are always the highest because they start steepest at the cathode
surface. The maximum difference between the three models is about 4%
in hydrogen, and 6% in deuterium. On the other hand, deuterium always
reaches higher Emax values than hydrogen. As already mentioned in
Section 4, this fact is related to the different isotopic mass but not to the
model employed.

Table 2
Rickards’ parameters for two discharges generated in 15 mm tungsten cathode,
discharge pressure of 600 Pa and currents from 150 to 300 mA, carried out in
deuterium and hydrogen as buffer gases. The m coefficient is a dimensionless
quantity. The values for hydrogen used for comparison are taken from reference
[30].
I(mA)
150
225
300

Deuterium

Hydrogen

dcf D (mm)

mD

dcf H (mm)

mH

1.34 ± 0.07
1.31 ± 0.02
1.20 ± 0.01

1.41 ± 0.08
1.55 ± 0.03
1.49 ± 0.02

1.59 ± 0.02
1.59 ± 0.02
1.45 ± 0.01

1.71 ± 0.02
1.63 ± 0.03
1.54 ± 0.02

5.2.2. Energy of ions
The main interest of Wroński model lies in its parameters describing
the discharge dynamics: k, a constant that depends on the macroscopic
5
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and in hydrogen. The parameter k increases linearly with current, and it
is always bigger in deuterium than in hydrogen. This is coherent with
the other evidence we have already shown in the article: the isotope
with higher mass shows discharge dynamics for which higher voltages
are needed, resulting in higher energy of the ions in the discharge.
As already stated in [30], it not possible to determine global
discharge dynamics with these classical models. Neither in hydrogen nor
in deuterium can the presence of different ions be distinguished, and the
energies should be considered as the average of the net charge present in
the cathode region. Eq. (5) provides an estimate of the mean energy of
the ions all along the entire cathode region. The results of the compar
ison between deuterium and hydrogen are shown in Fig. 10. Following
the same colour code, deuterium is plotted in orange circles and solid
lines, while hydrogen is represented by purple triangles and dashed
lines. For deuterium, there are less data points because the cathode fall
region is shorter than for hydrogen and less experimental optogalvanic
measurements could be made. Both isotopes present similar energies
and trends. The energy values near the cathode surface increase with
current and are always larger for deuterium. For 150 mA, this difference
is almost constant for all measurements in the cathode fall region.
However, this is not the case at 225 and 300 mA. There both lines cross,
with deuterium showing a more abrupt decay. This may be related to the
fact that most of the energy is concentrated near the cathode surface and
the ions lose energy more rapidly as they move towards the discharge
center.
As already mentioned, these energy estimates mix the different types
of ions and are therefore far from accurate. Following the hypothesis in
[37], there is less disparity of ions directly at the cathode surface. The
energies are presented in Table 4, always calculated according to eq. (5).
Here, it becomes clear that deuterium ions reach larger values due to
their larger mass.

Fig. 8. Application of the Wroński model to the E-field strengths measured in a
deuterium discharge with 15 mm tungsten cathode at a discharge pressure of
600 Pa and currents from 150 to 300 mA. The error bars represent the un
certainties of the determination of the E-field.

5.2.3. Mean free path of the ions
The last discharge parameter analyzed in is work is the mean free
path Λ of ions in the cathode fall region. It appears in eq. (4). This
parameter also results from the E-field fit. As discussed in [30], it is
difficult to assign a physical meaning to this parameter since different
ions coexist in the cathode fall region. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
compare this estimate between the two isotopes. Fig. 11 shows the mean
free path parameter for both isotopes versus discharge current, with
deuterium plotted in orange and solid lines and hydrogen in purple and
dashed lines. Both mean free paths are nearly identical. This is reason
able since the conditions of the two discharges are similar and thus the
plasma density is almost the same.
Of course, these results represent only a first estimate. To be more
precise, further experiments and simulations would have to be per
formed to distinguish the different chemical species present in the
cathode region and the chemical reactions there, similar to what other
authors have done for low-pressure hydrogen discharges [38,39].

Fig. 9. Maximum E-field strength (Emax) obtained via parabolic fit (red),
Rickard model (blue) and Wroński model (green), versus discharge current for
deuterium (solid points and lines) and hydrogen (dashed points and lines) in a
600 Pa discharge with 15 mm tungsten cathode. The error bars are provided by
the different fits. The hydrogen data are taken from reference [30]. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

6. Summary

discharge parameters (also proportional to the average ion energy in the
cathode fall region) and the mean free path Λ of the ions in this region.
In Table 3, we compare both parameters at same discharge in deuterium

In this paper, we present a comparison between high-resolution
electric field measurements in the cathode region of a hollow cathode
discharge operated in hydrogen and deuterium, and the application of
two classical models to gain a better understanding of the discharge
dynamics. The E-field is determined via the Stark shifting and splitting of
2S level of hydrogen and deuterium. Doppler-free two-photon excitation
is achieved by absorbing one photon each from two counterpropagating, circularly polarized laser beams. The signal is detected
by optogalvanic spectroscopy as a change in plasma impedance caused
by the two-photon laser excitation followed by photo-ionization by a
third laser photon. Local E-field strength values are determined by
measuring the frequency difference between the splitted Stark compo
nents. The required high power narrow band UV radiation is generated
by a pulsed laser spectrometer providing tunable 243 nm radiation of

Table 3
Wroński’s parameters for two discharges generated in 15 mm tungsten cathode
at a discharge pressure of 600 Pa and currents spanning from 150 to 300 mA. The
new data of deuterium are compared with the published data of hydrogen [30].
I(mA)
150
225
300

Deuterium

Hydrogen

kD (V)

ΛD (mm)

kH (V)

ΛН (mm)

1.17 ± 0.09
1.27 ± 0.10
1.31 ± 0.14

0.37 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.02

1.02 ± 0.11
1.04 ± 0.15
1.12 ± 0.11

0.36 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.04
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Fig. 10. Obtained by the Wroński model, the ion energy in the cathode fall region is plotted versus the distance from the cathode surface for deuterium (orange) and
for hydrogen (purple). The discharges had the following characteristics: 15 mm diameter tungsten cathode at a pressure of 600 Pa and three different currents 150
mA (a), 225 mA (b) and 300 mA (c). The error bars are provided by the fit. The hydrogen data are from reference [30]. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

significantly larger for deuterium than for hydrogen. Due to the higher
mass of deuterium, the discharge demands a higher driving force at the
same current, which leads to higher E-fields at the cathode surface and,
in sum, to a higher cathode voltage drop. This was also evident in the
voltage applied externally to establish the discharge in deuterium. The
constant large ratio of the cathode fall voltages between deuterium and
hydrogen already suggests that the maximum E-field strength for D is
larger and has a more abrupt E-field strength decay.
Two classical models (Rickards and Wroński) are applied to the
measured data in a first attempt to model the discharge in deuterium and
compared with corresponding published results for hydrogen. Both
models provide important parameters to give a general idea of the
different discharge dynamics when the plasma is operated in hydrogen
or deuterium. From the Rickards model, we can conclude that the length
of the cathode fall region is shorter for deuterium and the ion mobility is
more restricted in deuterium than in the lighter hydrogen. This appears
to result in a more stable discharge regime for all currents studied.
Finally, from Wroński model, we obtain an estimate for the ion en
ergy assuming that the values of the average energy correspond to the
net charge present at the cathode surface. The energy of the deuterium
ions is always higher than that of the hydrogen ions near the cathode
surface, but they lose faster their energy than hydrogen on their way
through the cathode fall region. From this model we also obtain nearly
identical mean free path lengths for both isotopes despite their mass
difference.

Table 4
Energy of the net charge near to the cathode surface in eV, calculated with the
Wroński model. The hydrogen data are from reference [30].
I (mA)

Energy Deuterium (eV)

Energy Hydrogen (eV)

150
225
300

52.3 ± 1.2
56.8 ± 1.3
60.1 ± 1.3

45.3 ± 1.0
48.8 ± 1.1
52.8 ± 1.4
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Fig. 11. Mean free path of ions in the cathode fall region versus the discharge
current for deuterium (orange) and hydrogen (purple) at 600 Pa. The error bars
originate from the fit. Deuterium and hydrogen points have been slightly
separated for a better visualization of the error bars. The hydrogen data are
from reference [30]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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single longitudinal mode quality with a temporal duration of 2.5 ns and
300 MHz bandwidth. Due to the isotopic shift between deuterium and
hydrogen, the output wavelength of the UV laser had to be slightly
modified for the deuterium measurements.
The E-field measurements were carried out inside a 15 mm tungsten
cathode at 600 Pa pressure and discharge currents of 150 to 300 mA. The
direct comparison of hydrogen and deuterium shows that the trends
observed in previous work for hydrogen also apply to deuterium: The
maximum E-field strength increases with current, while the length of the
cathode region decreases. On the other hand, the Emax values are
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